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The Wilson Cycle and 
a Tectonic Rock Cycle

• A published version of the Wilson Cycle and A 
Tectonic Rock Cycle is available in the book 
– Ancient Environments and the Interpretation of 

Geologic History, by Lynn S. Fichter and David J. 
P h 3 d diti 2001 P ti H llPoche, 3rd edition, 2001, Prentice Hall 

– ISBN 0-13-08880-X; QE651.F46 2001.

A d i i f h d l i i f• A description of the model containing many of 
the illustrations used here is in the chapter 
– " Preliminary to Sedimentary Tectonics - Part B The 

Wilson Cycle," pp 155-172 
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The Plates, Plate Boundaries, and 
Interplate Relationships

• Six lithospheric tectonic regimes:
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The Wilson Cycle – a model:y
• Describes the 

evolution of 
t t i l ttectonic plates 
and plate 
interactions 
through geological 
time

• Simplified as theSimplified as the 
opening and 
closing of ocean 
basins atbasins at
– Oceanic spreading 

centers
– Subduction zonesSubduction zones

• Results in the 
formation of 
oceanic and
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oceanic and 
continental crust



• Stable craton
– Stage A 
– Stage I 

• Rifting of 
continents and the 
opening of ocean 
basins 

St B D– Stages B-D

• Closing of ocean• Closing of ocean 
basins 
(subduction) and 

lli i fcollision of 
continents
– Stages E-H
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Stages E H

Stage A - Stable Cratong
• A continent eroded to sea level (a peneplain)
• Isostatic equilibrium• Isostatic equilibrium
• No earthquakes or volcanic activity - unrelenting boredom, 

for tens to hundreds of millions of yearsfor tens to hundreds of millions of years
• Light color/low density felsic igneous rock (granites, 

granodiorites, etc.) dominate
• Mature, quartz sandstone, limestone (if the climate is 

warm), and minor shale (clays)
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Stage A - Stable Cratong
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Stage B - Hot Spot and RiftingStage B Hot Spot and Rifting
• Initiate a hot spot

– A plume of primitive magma rises up from deep within the mantle
– Plume ponds at the base of the continent

• Thermal swelling of the crust• Thermal swelling of the crust 
– Produces a broad dome followed by normal faulting and rifting
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Stage B - Hot Spot and RiftingStage B Hot Spot and Rifting
• Hot spot produces bimodal volcanism

• Mafic volcanism derived from 
primitive magmas

i t i ill– intrusive sills
– vent volcanoes 
– flood basalts from fissure 

volcanoes rising along feeder 
dikes

H t f th fi• Heat from the mafic 
magma may 
fractionally melt the 
l ti t llower continental 
crust
– Alkali granitic
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batholiths
– Large felsic 

volcanoes

Stage B - Hot Spot and RiftingStage B - Hot Spot and Rifting
• Rifting splits the original continent into two (or more) pieces

– Axial rifts are tens of km across
– Elevation from rift floor to mountain crests may be 4-5 km 
– Axial graben contains normal faults, smaller horsts and grabens g , g
– Initially subareal (may have lakes)

• Sediments are deposited in the graben basins
Small basins are created between the down faulted blocks and the– Small basins are created between the down faulted-blocks and the 
wall behind the fault

– Immature breccia and conglomerate form at the base of the fault 
scarpsscarps

• Axial graben 
subsidessubsides 
and the sea 
invades 
( b i )
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(submarine)



Stage B Hot Spot and RiftingStage B - Hot Spot and Rifting
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Stage C - Creation of New Oceanic 
Crust: Early Divergent Margin

• A string of hot spots may join together and  turn the hot 
spot into a rift systemspot into a rift system 

• Rifting forms a new ocean basin 
Accompanied by a great surge of volcanism within the axial rift– Accompanied by a great surge of volcanism within the axial rift

– Primitive, mafic igneous rocks (basalt and gabbro)
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Stage C - Creation of New Oceanic 
Crust: Early Divergent Margin

• Rifting and primitive 
magmatism create a 

b inew ocean basin
– Magmatism at the mid-

ocean ridge createsocean ridge creates 
new ocean crust

– Oceanic lithosphere = 
ophiolite suiteophiolite suite

• Pelagic sediment

• Pillow basalt

• Sheeted dikes

• Layered gabbro
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• Dunite/peridotite

Stage C - Creation of New Oceanic 
Crust: Early Divergent Margin

The beginning of deposition of Divergent Continental Margin• The beginning of deposition of Divergent Continental Margin 
(DCM) sediments
– Mature quartz beach sand
– Offshore shallow shelf deposits (shale)
– Carbonates (warm climates)
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Stage C - Creation of New Oceanic 
Crust: Early Divergent Margin
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Stage D - Full Divergent MarginStage D Full Divergent Margin
• Consists of

– A continent and the new ocean basin
– Central, mid-ocean ridge

• The new continental margin drifts away from the ridgeThe new continental margin drifts away from the ridge
– Oceanic rift zone is the new plate boundary
– DCM is a mid-plate, passive continental margin feature

Th DCM b id• The DCM subsides
– Ocean crust cools and becomes more dense 
– First rapid subsidence, then more slowly with time
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Stage D - Full Divergent MarginStage D Full Divergent Margin
• DCM cools and 

stabilizesstabilizes
– ~ 100 million years to 

cool completely

P i ti t l• Passive continental 
margin

• Dominated byDominated by 
sedimentation
– Subsidence and 

deposition occur at p
about the same rate

– Shallow marine 
deposits

– Up to 14 km of sediment
– DCM sediment thins toward basin 

Rock types:
– Clastics derived from 

eroding continent
– Carbonates derived 

f h i l d

Rock types:
– Beach/shallow marine, mature 

sandstone
Shallow marine limestone and dolomite
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from chemical and 
biological activity

– Shallow marine limestone and dolomite
– Deep-water shale

Stage D - Full Divergent MarginStage D Full Divergent Margin
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Stages E – H: ConvergenceStages E H: Convergence
• Two kinds of subduction zones

– within an ocean basin (Island Arc type – Stage E)within an ocean basin (Island Arc type Stage E) 
– along the edge of a continent (Cordilleran type – Stage G) 
– Both kinds cause volcanic mountain building (orogenesis)

• Two kinds of collision regimes• Two kinds of collision regimes
– Island arc-continent collision (Stage F)
– Continent-continent collision (Stage H)
– Both kinds cause structural (non-volcanic) mountain building
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Stage E - Creating a Convergent 
Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc

• Two continents begin to move back toward each other and 
close the ocean basin between them
– Begins the second half of the Wilson Cycle g y
– Convergence and creation of a new plate boundary 

• Creates a subduction zone• Creates a subduction zone
– Oceanic crust breaks at some place and begins to descend into the 

mantle
Because of the density contrast compared to continental crust– Because of the density contrast compared to continental crust
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Stage E - Creating a Convergent 
Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc

• Subduction sets in motion a chain of processes
– Creates several new structural features

Generates a wide range of new kinds of rocks– Generates a wide range of new kinds of rocks
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Stage E - Creating a Convergent 
Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc

• Structural 
features 
(t t i(tectonic 
compo-
nents):nents):

– TrenchTrench

– Mélange

– Volcanic 
front

– Forearc

Backarc
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– Backarc



Stage E - Creating a Convergent 

St t l f t (t t i t )

Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc
• Structural features (tectonic components):

– Some (but not all) 
volcanic island arcs havevolcanic island arcs have 
a  back arc spreading 
center

– Subduction sets up a 
convection cell behind the 
arc (drags mantle)( g )

– Extension occurs behind 
the arc

Mantle melting prod ces– Mantle melting produces 
primitive lavas (basalt) 
similar to those at 
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divergent boundaries 

Stage E - Creating a Convergent 

• Created at the back • Rocks Igneous

Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc
• Created at the back 

arc spreading center 
(primitive)

• Rocks - Igneous

• Created along the 
volcanic front 
(recycled)
– Cool ocean crust 

(ophiolite suite) is ( p )
heated as it subducts

– Fluids from the slab 
cause partial melting 
f (fl ) th l iof (flux) the overlying 

asthenosphere 
– Fractionation occurs 

as magma separates
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as magma separates 
and rises from 
ultramafic residue



Stage E - Creating a Convergent 

• Rocks Igneous

Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc
• Recycled, cont’d-

Crystallization of the 
magma, and 

• Rocks - Igneous

g ,
contamination by 
crustal rocks 
produces:p
– Batholiths of diorite, 

granodiorite, and 
various other 
i t di t i t iintermediate intrusive 
rocks

– Explosive composite 
volcanoes dominatedvolcanoes dominated 
by andesite
(although magma 
can be mafic to 
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intermediate, rarely 
felsic)

Stage E - Creating a Convergent 

• Rocks Sedimentary

Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc
• Rocks - Sedimentary

• Created in the 
forearc, backarc, , ,
mélange, and trench

W th i / i– Weathering/erosion 
processes attack the 
volcanoes

– Create lithic rich 
sediments 

Sediments become– Sediments become 
more feldspar rich as 
erosion exposes 
b th lith
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batholiths



Stage E - Creating a Convergent 

• Rocks Sedimentary

Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc
• Rocks - Sedimentary• Sediment washes 

into the sea = 
t bidit tturbidity current
– Backarc side -

turbidity currentsturbidity currents  
stay undisturbed

– Forearc side –
currents pour into thecurrents pour into the 
trench

– Sediments are 
scraped off the 
subducting oceanic 
crust into a mélange 
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g
deposit, or they are 
partially subducted

Stage E - Creating a Convergent 

• Rocks Metamorphic

Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc
• Rocks - Metamorphic

• Created in the 
volcanic arc and 
mélangemélange

• Paired Metamorphic Belt

– Barrovian a o a
metamorphism

– Low to high 
temperature andtemperature, and 
medium pressure

– Caused by heat 
associated with 
batholiths

– Accompanied by
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Accompanied by 
intense folding and 
shearing



Stage E - Creating a Convergent 

• Rocks Metamorphic

Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc
• Rocks - Metamorphic

• Created in the 
volcanic arc and 
mélangemélange

• Paired Metamorphic Beltp

– Blueschist 
metamorphism

Hi h l– High pressure, low 
temperature

– Formed in the 
mélange of the 
trench

Accompanied by
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– Accompanied by 
intense folding and 
shearing

Stage E - Creating a Convergent 
Boundary: Volcanic Island Arc

30Farallon de Pajaros 



Stage F - Island Arc-ContinentStage F Island Arc Continent 
Collision Mountain Building

• Collision and suturing of the continent with the volcanic 
island arc 

• “Shuts down” the subduction zone and volcanic activity 
ceases

• The collision produces structural features and new rocks 
• One plate rides up and over the other

Th idi l t i ll d hi t l d– The overriding plate is called a hinterland
– The overridden plate is called a foreland
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Stage F - Island Arc-Continent 
Collision Mountain Building

• Structural features:
– Suture zone = remains of the ocean basin and mélange, shortened 

and sheared by thrust faulting

– Thrust faulting pushes the volcanic arc up over the continent, 
thickening the Hinterland mountains so that they rise isostaticallythickening the Hinterland mountains so that they rise isostatically

– DCM sediments on the continent are compressed, folded and faulted

– Foreland basins rapidly
subside
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Stage F - Island Arc-Continent 
Collision Mountain Building

• New metamorphic rocks form
– DCM sediments closest to the island arc are covered by the 

overriding arc

– These undergo Barrovian metamorphism

Form marble quartzite slate and phyllite amphibolite or granulite– Form marble, quartzite, slate, and phyllite, amphibolite or granulite 
facies (deeper and closer to the arc)
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Stage F - Island Arc-Continent 
Collision Mountain Building

• New sedimentary rocks form
– A foreland basin rapidly subsides into a deepwater basin and fills with 

a thick clastic wedge of sedimentsa thick clastic wedge of sediments
– Large volumes of sediment erode from the mountain and quickly 

(geologically) fill the basin
– Through time the water depth in the basin shallows due to rapid 

sediment input

• Transitional to 
shelf environments 
and eventuallyand eventually 
terrestrial deposits
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Stage F - Island Arc-Continent 
Collision Mountain Building

• Once mountain building is finished
– Hinterland mountains will erode to a peneplain (denoument)

Th i l d i tl t d t th t ti t– The island arc is permanently sutured to the western continent

• Intermediate and felsic batholiths comprising the core of• Intermediate and felsic batholiths, comprising the core of 
the volcanic arc and created by subduction and 
fractionation, are now part of a larger continental crust
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Stage F - Island Arc-Continent 
Collision Mountain Building
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Stage G - Cordilleran Mountain 
Building 

• Two continents are still converging 
– Another subduction zone begins

Oceanic crust is subducted beneath a continent– Oceanic crust is subducted beneath a continent

– Cordilleran (volcanic arc) type of mountain building

– Trench formation, subduction and creation of the volcanic arc, , ,
mélange formation, and Blueschist metamorphism are similar to the 

island arc orogeny.
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Stage G - Cordilleran Mountain 
Building 

– Trench

• Structural features (tectonic components):

Trench
– Mélange
– Volcanic 

front
– Forearc
– Backarc
– Rocks are 

uplifted alonguplifted along 
major thrust 
faults until they 
form towering 
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g
mountains



Stage G - Cordilleran Mountain 
Building 

• Rocks – Igneous• Form in the volcanic 
arc

R l d– Recycled magma
– Fluids from 

subducting slab flux 
melt overlying 
asthenosphere

– Thick crust
– Crystallization, 

contamination form 
andesite, dacite and ,
rhyolite magma

– Emplaced as 
batholiths or erupted 
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p
as composite 
volcanoes

Stage G - Cordilleran Mountain 
Building 

• Rocks – Igneous• Form in the backarc
– Heat and slab 

motion create amotion create a 
small convection cell

– Stretches the 
continental cr stcontinental crust

– Normal faults 
develop into deep 

bgrabens 
– Superficially similar 

to axial rift (Stage B) 
but different cause

– Primitive backarc 
volcanism 
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(dominantly mafic to 
intermediate)



Stage G - Cordilleran Mountain 
Building 

• Rocks – Sedimentary• Form in the forearc, 
trench, and backarc

Cl ti di t– Clastic sediment 
shed from the 
volcanic arc 
accumulates inaccumulates in 
basins

– Lithic and feldspar 
i hrich

– Forearc/trench = 
terrestrial to shallow 

i ( bidimarine (turbidity 
currents)

– Backarc = terrestrial, 
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deposited in 
grabens

Stage G - Cordilleran Mountain 
Building 

• Rocks – Metamorphic• Paired metamorphic 
belt
– Barrovian– Barrovian 

metamorphism 
beneath the arc

– Amphibolite to p
granulite facies

– Marbles and 
quartzites 

– Slates, phyllites, 
schists, and 
gneisses 
G i d– Gneisses and 
migmatites

– Blueschist 
metamorphism in
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metamorphism in 
the trench/mélange 



Stage G - Cordilleran Mountain 
Building 

Osorno, Chile
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Stage H - Continent-Continent 
Collision Mountain Building 

• Remnant ocean basin separating the two continents has• Remnant ocean basin separating the two continents has 
closed

• Form a continent-continent collision orogeny
• This mountain building has many of the same elements as 

the island arc-continent collision
– Structures: a hinterland, foreland, suture zone, foreland basinS , , ,
– Structures: a towering mountain range likely of Himalayan size
– Rocks: Barrovian metamorphism of granitic batholiths and deeply 

buried DCM sediments
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Stage H - Continent-Continent 
Collision Mountain Building 

• Sediment collects in a foreland basin
– Common in the geologic record (endless Wilson cycles)

– The shape of 
the basin is 

g g ( y )

usually 
asymmetrical

– Deepest 
portionportion 
closest to the 
mountain

– ShallowingShallowing 
toward the 
foreland 
continent 
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Stage H - Continent-Continent 
Collision Mountain Building 

• Sediment collects in a foreland basin
– Mature sediment 

E d d f hi t l d DCM l f th i / i– Eroded from hinterland, DCM; many cycles of weathering/erosion

– Develop very 
rapidly 
(geologically) 

– Subsides 
hundreds 
and then 
thousands ofthousands of 
feet (series 
of stages)
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Stage H - Continent-Continent 
Collision Mountain Building 
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Stage I Stable Continental CratonStage I - Stable Continental Craton 

• The mountains are mostly gone, eroded down to low hills

M t f it k i t f d t th f l d b i• Most of its rock is transferred to the foreland basin 

• Over the next few million years the land will be reduced 
to a peneplainto a peneplain
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Stage I - Stable Continental 
Craton 
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Stage I Stable Continental CratonStage I - Stable Continental Craton 

• If you could walk across this land it would look flat and• If you could walk across this land it would look flat and 
featureless

• Underneath lies a lot of historical record. 
– To the east are eroded roots of the mountains exposing their 

batholiths and metamorphic rocks 
– To the west is a thick wedge of foreland basin sediments, but now 

buried in the subsurfaceburied in the subsurface

• Stage A we began with an idealized continent, assuming it 
was homogeneous in structure and composition 

• It should be clear that the original continent was not
homogeneous
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The Rock CycleThe Rock Cycle
• Minerals and rocks are stable only under theMinerals and rocks are stable only under the 

conditions at which they form

T t– Temperature
– Pressure

Chemical– Chemical 
composition of the 
system

• Change the g
conditions and the 
rocks change too
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The Tectonic Rock Cyclee ecto c oc Cyc e
• Evolution of the earth is inherent in the Wilson Cycle

• Plate tectonic processes:

Fractionate (separate– Fractionate (separate 
into discrete fractions) 
earth materials

– Create rocks with 
different compositions 

– Increase the diversity ofIncrease the diversity of 
rocks with time

– Early Earth ≠ Modern 
Earth!
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Collaborative questions:Collaborative questions:
1. Compare your homework table with your group members, and make 

any adjustments you need toany adjustments you need to.

2. Explain:
a The temperature and pressure conditions that lead to a paireda. The temperature and pressure conditions that lead to a paired 

metamorphic belt.
b. Similarities and differences between DCM and foreland basin 

sedimentary packages and where each of these formssedimentary packages, and where each of these forms.
c. Similarities and differences between primitive and recycled 

magmas, and where each type is likely to form.

3. A cycle means that processes return to the conditions at which they 
started. Explain why the concept of the Tectonic Rock Cycle is more 
correct and sophisticated than the “plain old” rock cycle.p p y

4. Apply what you know about Earth processes to speculate as to what 
the surface of the earth will look like in 3-4 billion years from now.
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